IN REPLY TO A PHONE CALL and a LETTER. (Oct. 18, 1988.)
What actually happened is so COMPLEX that few = if any = will be able to put the Jig-Saw pieces together UNLESS they know HOW. If you once believe "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" = you are Sunk. You will NEVER be able to figure it out. You must go by TIME! What did she write at a certain TIME? What did they Teach = at that same TIME? WHICH ONE are you going to Believe? Entering into this Debate = did she do EVERYTHING as she should have Done? Or did she have to learn a Lesson = the same as all of us have to learn = THE HARD WAY? No, she was NOT led by the Lord = Moment by Moment as some Profess they do today = and make some of the WORST MISTAKES any one could make. There is such a thing as being LED or INFLUENCED by the "LORD" or His "ANGELS" or by a PROPHET of God. These are all AGENCIES that we may deny at the risk of our Salvation. But not Moment by Moment. There must be Freedom of Will. We must learn from our own Mistakes. So did she. She was just as Severe to rake those over the Coals who were "INDEPENDENT GOATS" = that even the WOLVES in the DARK or in the THICKETS will pass by = as she was Severe to those who SURRENDERED their INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS to a JUNTO=CABALA. (WEBSTER: a Few men UNITED in close Design to take advantage of the Many.) A SELF=APPOINTED HIERARCHY=PRIESTHOOD=PHARISEE Leadership that will End up CRUCIFYING their SAVIOUR. Find this in TM 64 to 70. Liking them to the JEWISH LEADERS.(p. 72-3.) WORSE than the HEATHEN.(p.75.) ALL HEAVEN IS INDIGNANT as to what ran riot in 1888.(p.76.) Like ELDER CAIN that slew his own BROTHER = tried to FORCE him to Worship as he did.(p.77.) Like KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM = the Church-Leaders that tried to push MOSES OUT! (p.78.) If they continue as they started in 1888 = they will do EVERYTHING the JEWS DID THAT CRUCIFIED CHRIST. (p.79.) T8:197. RH 4:138. T5:245. Those who are now FIRST = will soon be LAST = if they continue as they were in 1888 = "Yet these men have been holding Positions of TRUST, and have been molding the Work after their own similitude, as far as they possibly could..." TM 80. (Then we run into those ...'s that we WONDER what they LEFT OUT at that Point = some of
which we have been able to Track down through the Years = but it all Boils down to:) "...those who handle SACRED RESPONSIBILITIES are Ministers of DARKNESS = BLIND Leaders of the BLIND. (Not very complimentary to the blind "MEMBERSHIP" = is it?) BLIND Leaders of the BLIND (MEMBERSHIP)" "Clouds they are without Water, carried about of WINDS; trees whose fruit WITHERETH, without FRUIT, TWICE DEAD = plucked up by the Roots." TM 81. "Yes, there are many such among us as a people, many who "CLAIM" to be ALIVE, while they are DEAD!" TM 155.

SOMETHING YOUR PREACHER WILL NEVER TELL YOU:
"Those who have GREAT LIGHT = and have not walked in it = will have DARKNESS CORRESPONDING to the LIGHT they have DESPISED." TM 163. "THE ONLY WAY for such people's Souls to OVERCOME SATAN, is to DISCERN between PURE BIBLE TRUTH and FABLES...It will be a CLOSE CONFLICT." T1:343-4.

THE REASON FOR THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE:
"HOLY ANGELS were anxiously WATCHING and WAITING to DRIVE BACK Satan's host. But...if they...MAKE NO EFFORT to RESIST HIM = then the Angels of God can do but LITTLE MORE..."ARouse!" and look to Heaven for HELP. Jesus will NOT commission Holy Angels to extricate those who MAKE-NO-EFFORT to HELP themselves." T1:345. "NONE are to stand in a NEUTRAL position." TM 163.

WHAT HAS THAT "NEW THEOLOGY" PREACHER BEEN TELLING YOU?
"ONLY BELIEVERS" say they, "and the Blessing is yours!" NO FURTHER EFFORT on the part of the receiver is supposed (to be required." GC 471. (Want more Proof? That the 1960 "AWAKENING" would not have = nor the PEASES = VENDENS = HEPPENSTALLS = FORDS = BRINSMEADS = WRIGHTS and WRONGS!) "It should enable us to CEASE from our OWN WORKS = EFFORTS = and STRUGGLES..." (Written by FROM so DANIELLS could Sign his name to it. COR 20, 1947.

THE "AWAKENING" MERELY ECHOED THEM!
"His WORKS" must be entirely LEFT OUT, else God's purpose would be FRUSTRATED, and the promise made of NONE EFFECT...His PART was to "BELIEVE!"...The lesson of FAITH and TRUST, and ABANDONMENT of human EFFORT to earn Salvation, is one of the HARDEST LESSONS man has to learn...it is all a COUNTERFEIT and a DECEPTION. What work does God require of us but to "cease from
our own WORKS?...This is the Work of God, that ye BELIEVE...." (This is 1959 BRINSMEAD in his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.23-5. This BABYLONISH TRIPE = ECHOED off the HALLS and WALLS of "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISH" = and Shot through in 1988 "WEEK OF PRAYER" READINGS = RH Oct. 20, 1988 = )

WILSON: "...the KEYNOTE of my message...The WARNING is to those who look to HUMAN EFFORT as a means of SALVATION..." p.3,4.

HALOVIAK: "THIS DEFECTIVE VIEW...led to the development of a LEGALISTIC SYSTEM...its heavy emphasis on OBEDIENCE...OBEDIENCE to the LAW...DRYNESS...a spirit of PHARISEEISM and INTOLERANCE...JONES and WAGGONER'S CHRISTOCENTRIC ANALYSIS(How does he know when they ADMIT the RECORDS are all LOST! but he says:)...(that SALVATION was based upon Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS and NOT the ACHIEVEMENTS of the INDIVIDUAL...") p.6,7. (All Emphasis mine.)

DUNCAN EVA: "...the INTRUSION of HUMAN WORKS into the sinner's JUSTIFICATION before God, be it ever so slight = is "LEGALISM!" JUSTIFICATION is NOT of "WORKS", nor of "FAITH PLUS WORKS" = but by "FAITH ALONE"...This is the TRUTH..." p.10. (How many THOUSANDS of people will be "READING" JUNK =instead of)

READING THIS:

(ORIGINAL 1884 SOP 4:294 to 306.(GC 461 to 478.) THE ORIGINAL PRINTED FOR US BY DR. WILBORNE of "HEALTH RESEARCH" MOKEUMNE HILL, CALIFORNIA = 1964 = Dr. Wilborne wrote to the "Hoehn Research Library" that ARTHUR WHITE came from WASHINGTON, D.C. = and WARNED him NOT to print any more = Dr. Wilborne wrote to me: "BUT I AM PRINTING THEM!" But not for long = he was embroiled in a LAW-SUIT for the Books he was Printing = he WON, but he LOST! He WON the LAW-SUIT but it COST HIM $30,000.00 and he knew the next Step would be ASSASSINATION = so he quit. And does not want to hear the Word: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" any more. Since the LAW was more RIGHTEOUS than ADVENTIST LEADERS = and permitted us to RE-PRINT THE ORIGINAL BOOKS = to save Face they printed many of them. This one in 1969. BOTH BOOKS ARE AUTHENTIC = PHOTO-OFFSET. As they should be. CHEAPER and BETTER than the Foolishness of "TYPE-SETTING." Also maintaining the SAME PAGING. We had 2 pages TYPE-SET for $200.00 with over 20 mistakes. We had to do it to be able to put the 1846 "BROADSIDE" in BIGGER TYPE and yet on "LEGAL-SIZE" Paper = otherwise
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that method is ARCHAIC. WE MARVEL THAT THE ORIGINAL BOOKS are as UNCOMMONLY ACCURATE as they are! MISTAKES VERY RARE. But in the Law of Averages = there are some. Especially when they "IMPROVED" them! Improved NOTHING!

IN REPLY TO MARY ARGUIN LETTER:

Yes, we accept 1911 GC 444 as AUTHENTIC = also GC 443 and 445. But we DO NOT ACCEPT their GC 448-9. Where to obtain the "MARK" = we have to WAIT until SUNDAY is "ENFORCED!" URIAH SMITH liked "FORCE!" and "ENFORCEMENT!" so much he ADDED it 6 or 7 times. COMPARE with 1884 GC 278 and 281-2. ADVENTIST PROBATION IS OVER BEFORE THE "SUNDAY LAW" IS ENFORCED! We cover this in other Publications. SATAN APPEARS IN PERSON WITH THE FINAL "SUNDAY LAW!" He is not allowed to do this until Adventist Probation is OVER! GC 624. 1884 GC 442. While you are at it - COMPARE what constitutes "BABYLON" = 1884 GC 235 to what the URIAH SMITH CULT slipped into your GC 384. (HOPKINS = GUTHRIE = SPURGEON = HOLY "HELL" PRIESTS = as though "THEY" were on the Side of the Third Angel's Message!) And see the Run-down of what constitutes the "WINE" of Babylon = 1884 GC 235 = YANKED "OUT!" Was not fit to Print! It is only what is SWEEPING the World = TODAY! "It seemed the whole WORLD was on Board" (that Devil's SPIRITUALISTIC-UNIVERSALISM "TRAIN.") EW 88,263. (Many young SDA do not even know what "UNIVERSALISM" means.) Are they ready for the "LAST TEST?" Going by a crippled Book? GC 444 and 443 and 445 = fit right in with the TRUTH = that those who REJECT "LIGHT" will find themselves the "HEAD" and not the "TAIL" = of BABYLON! "SO APOSTASY IN "THE CHURCH" will prepare the way for the "IMAGE" to the "BEAST!" GC 444. ABSOLUTELY! Now follow that Word along = and see them go into the very "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" As FAR as they can go = LEADING BABYLON! SM 1:200. (Read Before and after.) With the Doctrines found in this "WEEK OF PRAYER!"

SNEER = SNEER = SNEER!

HEINZ HOPF = "Many were BORN, perhaps, into Adventist families. THESE LOST ONES...may be HIDING themselves behind FIG LEAVES of SELF-PRODUCED "RIGHT-EOUSNESS"(SNEER=SNEER=SNEER!) such as SABBATHKEEPING = HEALTH REFORM = VEGETARIANISM.(SNEER=SNEER=SNEER!).KNOWINGLY or IGNORANTLY, they move in the WRONG DIRECTION. "All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his OWN WAY"
(Isa. 53:6). (The IGNORAMUS can quote a Bible Text - yet!) And in the JUDGMENT the Lord HAS=TO=DECLARE: "I NEVER KNEW YOU" (Matt. 7:23) ... We cannot "WORK" our way closer to Home: "WEEK OF PRAYER" SPECIAL Oct. 20 1988 EDITION p. 12-3.

We have heard enough of these SLY "GERMAN ADVENTISTS" that do not have the TESTIMONIES and do not WANT them, SLYLY (and not so SLYLY!) = seeing how you HONOR the VENDENS - to "TRY" to "OBEY" - only makes matters "WORSE!" or to HUDSON'S PET = FRED WRIGHT = to make an "EFFORT" is a "DOUBLE SIN!" This type of BABYLONISH ROT has been POURED in to this "WEEK OF PRAYER" SPECIAL. I wonder how many (or how FEW!) see it? (Are these GERMAN JEWS = who go by the Talmud? or is this one only a JEW?)

"CAIN OFFERED...AN OFFERING OF "WORKS!"

Did not ABEL bring an "OFFERING OF WORKS?" THE RIGHT "WORKS?" "Wilt thou know, O VAIN MAN, that "FAITH" without "WORKS" is DEAD? Was not ABRAHAM our Father = JUSTIFIED by "WORKS"?... Ye see then how that by "WORKS" a man is JUSTIFIED, and NOT by "FAITH ONLY!" (James 2:14-24) The TESTIMONY of the Word of God is AGAINST this ENSNARING DOCTRINE of "FAITH" without "WORKS.

IT=IS=NOT="FAITH"...it is PRESUMPTION!... is a LIAR, and the TRUTH=IS=NOT=IN=HIM." GC 472. "It is FALSE... DANGEROUS...Its advocates teach that the LAW of God is a grievous YOKE and that by "FAITH" in Christ, men are RELEASED from all obligation to KEEP His Father's COMMANDMENTS. BIBLE SANCTIFICATION is a CONFORMITY to the Will of God = ATTAINED (Both FROOM and BRINSMead = SNEERED at "ATTAINING!") ATTAINED by rendering OBEDIENCE to His LAW. "He that saith, I know Him, and KEEPETH NOT his COMMANDMENTS = is a LIAR, and the TRUTH = is NOT in HIM." (READ ON!) 1884 GC 299,300.

ANY HONEST PERSON

with no Axe to Grind = READING this "WEEK OF PRAYER" OBJECTIVELY = will see how they Toss you To and Fro = TRYING to stay with the Third Angel's Message = and with the LEADERship = trying DESPERATELY to keep one Hand in the Hand of BABYLON! Thus this Jew writes: "All our RIGHTEOUSNESS and GOOD WORKS, even those done by Christians under the promptings (I Wonder if he knows what he is saying?) promptings of the Holy Spirit, can no more make us acceptable to God than all the SCRUBBINGS = PERFUMES = and MANICURES can make a
pig KOSHER. "(Sounds like a "SCRUBBED PIG!" TALKING!)

**DELIVER ME!**

"PAUL STRESSES SALVATION BY FAITH = not WORKS = yet in the next breath he says that we were created for "GOOD WORKS" = WORKS that God had "BEFORE ORDAINED" that we should DO. (And then he adds:) "NO CONTRADICTION EXISTS..." CLIFFORD GOLSTEIN = "WEEK OF PRAYER" p.14-5. (This is too deep for me...might as well shut this down! NO OBJECT to be TOSSED TO AND FRO = it will be HUMOROUS to see them try to "EXPLAIN" all this NUMBO-JUMBO all that WEEK = holding 2 Apples in their hand = one SOUND = the other ROTTEN = taking a Bite of one = and then the Other! If "BABYLON" is "CONFUSION" = this is it! "AT MIDNIGHT a CRY is heard: Go ye OUT = to meet Him!" (He will NEVER = NEVER = NEVER = come in to THAT PLACE! He knocks from the OUTSIDE! is that all? no one told you that then He "PASSES BY!" ...the WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY = and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND..." Daniel 12:10. "The END is come upon My people of Israel; I will not again PASS BY them any more. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS in that Day, saith the Lord: there shall be many DEAD BODIES in every place; (THEY GIVE THE "LOUD CRY?") they shall cast them forth WITH SILENCE!" Amos 8:2,3.

**DID THE LORD SEND HER TO AUSTRALIA?**

"1888 MATERIALS" 4:1621 to 1637. 0-127-1896."Sunnyside" Cooranbong, Australia. Dec. 1, 1896. Dear Brother O.A. Olsen: "...You have done a sad work, but do not repeat it. De decided, be firm... If you had placed your self under the yoke of Christ, you would not have been in the position you have been in for years... When the burden was pressing so heavily upon me in Battle Creek, I can truly say there was NOT ONE who understood the position in which I was placed... there has been so much HAGGLING... it nearly cost me my LIFE... This has been at tremendous cost to me FINANCIALLY and in many other respects... I have not, I think, revealed the entire workings that led me HERE TO AUSTRALIA... The Lord was NOT in our leaving America. He did NOT reveal that it was his will that I should leave Battle Creek. The Lord did NOT plan this, but he let YOU all move after your OWN imaginings. The Lord would have had W.C. White, his mother, and her workers REMAIN in America. We were needed at the heart of the work.
DID THE LORD SEND HER TO AUSTRALIA?

(How I hate these ...'s at this Point. JUST as we are getting into the HEART of what we are interested in, we run into these "...'s!"...at least WOODS (or Who- ever) = was HONEST enough to let you know he CUT- IT-OFF! Which most of them DO-NOT=DO=ANY=MORE! They just Sail right along as though SHE SAID THIS WITHOUT A BREAK! This is WORSE than PLAGIARISM! We call it: "REVERSE PLAGIARISM!" Ask that CATHOLIC LAWYER how "LEGAL!" is this = ??? Then PRETEND that she said = what SHE=DID=NOT=SAY! How does anyone know WHAT she said if it is a SNATCH here = and a SNATCH there = SHUFFLED together like this:

IT'S IN THE BIBLE!

"...and JUDAS went and HANGED HIMSELF..."Go thou and do likewise!" So we have to tread = like walking on ROTTEN EGGS = to be SURE we know WHAT=SHE=SAID! Never mind VANCE FERRELL or the WHITE ESTATE = or OLD DANIELLS who wrote in the "SEMINARY COURSES" = that she was "CALLED" to AUSTRALIA! Sure enough = but WHO "CALLED" her? Why did it take to OCTOBER = 1987 to release this:(Making SURE that BEGUILE FROOM was safely DEAD before this could be released:)

"...There was so great a willingness to have us LEAVE, (By the URIAH SMITH CONFEDERACY) that the Lord PERMIT- TED this thing to take place. Those who were WEARY of the TESTIMONIES borne were left without the persons who bore them. Our SEPARATION from Battle Creek was to let men have their own will and way, which they thought SUPERIOR to the way of the Lord. The result is before you. Had you stood in the right position the move would not have been made." "...The Lord would have worked for AUSTRALIA BY OTHER MEANS." "...It was NOT the Lord who devised this matter. I COULD NOT GET ONE RAY OF LIGHT TO LEAVE AMERICA." "...when we left, RELIEF was felt by many." "...the Lord was DISPLEASED, for he had set us to stand at the wheels of the moving machinery at Battle Creek." "...ELDER OLSEN had not the PERCEPTION, the COURAGE, the FORCE, to carry the responsibilities; nor was there any OTHER man prepared to do the work the Lord had purposed we should do." "...That the people of Battle Creek should feel that they could have us LEAVE at the time we did, was the result of MAN'S devising, and NOT the Lord's." "...I do not suppose I shall ever revisit America. I shall be seventy years old next November."
FALSE PROPHET WRITINGS INSTEAD OF HERS

"...many PUBLICATIONS that SHOULD have been issued before this HAVE BEEN RETARDED;" "...HINDERED." "...FORMALITY and HYPOCRISY and SELFISHNESS are weaving themselves in with sacred and holy interests." "...CARNAL, WORLDLY, SELFISH, UNBELIEVING SPIRIT." "...that my spirit groans within me." "...FALSE REPENTANCE produces only an external reformation. TRUE REPENTANCE will bring a CHANGE." "...FALSE REPENTANCE for a wrong course is a base yielding to PERSUASION or FEAR. TRUE REPENTANCE." "...These will listen to hear THE VOICE OF GOD. They will OBEY" "...but they FAIL. WHY? Because they LOVE the PRAISE of men MORE than the approval of God. They turn away from LIGHT, and do exactly CONTRARY, supposing their human devising to be wisdom. A GODLY JEALOUSY is essential." "...there would be no necessity for the many and repeated TESTIMONIES that are borne. The simple declarations of Scripture would be received and acted upon. O how terrible it is." "...to scorn his counsel with PRIDE." "...forms and ceremonies are as NOTHING without Christ. He is the Alpha and Omega. Truth is the only panoply for the covering of any soul. Our convictions need DAILY to be reinforced by humble, sincere prayer and reading of the word. we each have an INDIVIDUALITY, we each should hold our convictions firmly." "...If we do not, they will be wrung from our grasp. We need to be SELF-RELIANT; RESPECT SELF." "...DAILY... "...To trust in ourselves, to become BOASTFUL... "...is to dishonor God... "...We need to have on the WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD." "...hindrance...forms and methods have consumed time and money and kept back the work that should have been advanced." "...Not one twentieth part of the home missionary work is being done in Battle Creek that should be done to set things in order...A most thorough REFORMATION is needed at the heart of the work, and yet there is such BLINDNESS,...WHERE IS THE MAN who can sit as President of the General Conference in its present TANGLED, CONFUSED, CRIPPLED CONDITION?" "...If the people only knew the true inwardsness of the management at Battle Creek...many would start back with PAIN AND HORROR." "...you have been treading in the very footsteps of the JEWISH nation. You are repeating their HISTORY. The whole heavenly universe is ASTONISHED." (They put a LINE across these last pages to indicate that these should NEVER be REPEATED =
because they were: "TOO NEGATIVE!" 8½ pages in a ROW! Including this:) "...Your supreme love for SELF is an over-mastering power. You know not by practice what genuine love for your neighbor means...There has been a virtual denial of the Holy Spirit of God and a rebellion against his LAW." "...A Spirit that has ruined (Ruled?) the Faith and Corrupted the principles of many has had a controlling power in the office of publications in Battle Creek...the love of Christ is almost extinguished." "...He calls for PERSEVERING WOMEN, who will think far less of self and their personal conveniences, who will take their minds from self and center them on Christ." "...Will OUR SISTERS ARISE to the emergency?" "...he will overthrow, overthrow, overthrow, until the holy places are CLEANSED.

This in the last of the pages they put a line through = p.1637 in 1897. In Reviewing this History of 1888 and it's AFTERMATH = WIELAND in his Book = his 1987 REVISED" and DOWNGRADED by some: "THE 1888 MESSAGE STUDY COMMITTEE" = very Studiously LEAVES OUT the continuing THREATS that ELLEN WHITE MADE in these 1888 MATERIALS" = which CULMINATED in the most DEVASTATING FIRES to ever hit any DENOMINATION = at the very Time when JONES and WAGGONER started going into "I AM SAVED—HOLY—SINLESS!" in the Marlowe Theatre in the Gangster City of Chicago = in 1893 = where BALLANGER was MESMERIZED on the Spot! which led to "HOLY FLESH!" that Sr. White came back to meet in 1900 = and the demand for "NO KINGLY POWER!" which JONES PRETENDED to CHAMPION until they offered him the Position of HEAD of the MEDICAL ASSOCIATION = DANIELLS connived in 1901 to be "THE KINGLY POWER" = (as the JEWS who wanted their "KING SAUL" who did not dare - like DANIELLS—JONES did not DARE meet the AMA GOLIATH but signed over to the AMA = but this BRAVE King Saul could throw a SPEAR—JAVELIN at DAVID ANNOINT—ED and APPOINTED in SECRET by the Prophet SAMUEL = KING SAUL(DANIELLS) trembling in his Tent at the LOUD—
MOUTHED PHILISTINE became VERY BRAVE to try to down DAVID in the "SHAKING=SEALING=SEPARATION" Time again the "HIDDEN ONES" will step forth out of NO-WHERE = "AS DAVID!" in the TIME when those who have paid "SUPREME HOMAGE" to "SCIENCE FALSELY-SO-CALLED" = "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" and their 2 BILLION $ DEBT in this Time "DAVID" will step forth to LEAD in the LAST and FINAL "WORK!" T5:80-1. When ADVENTISTS are "SLAUGHTERED!" T5:81,211-2. T8:250. (And the next page says those will LEAD = who have NOT=BEEN=GOING=TO=CHURCH=AT=ALL! CONTRARY to all "SPAWN OUT!" TRADITION! If you go by "FAITH!" instead of "IMAGINATION ALONE!") Actually the Lord will Call 3 "WISE MEN" from the East = even "HEATHEN PRINCES" even "CATHOLICS" = TURKS and JEWS = to "FINISH THE WORK!" when Adventists = (as shown) will be "FINISHED!" and "SLAUGHTERED!" This is the unpopular truth.

LAODICEAN TRADITION

will once again fall Flat on it's Face = as the Lord "GATHERS the OUTCASTS" of Israel = NOT those "TRAINED" (and SPOILED!) in "LITERARY INSTITUTIONS" by the OLD FROOMS! Find this in GC 606 as we come to the "LOUD CRY!" GC 606 to 608. 1884 GC 424 to 426. All very Clear = but it may Cost your Life to believe it! (Unless you are SEALED)

THE WISE DO NOT LEAD

Anyone left in the SYNAGOGUE (TM 16) = (Rev.3:9.) is sound "ASLEEP!" and there is NO SIGN of ANY of them "AWAKENING" themselves, let alone anyone else = until Matt.25:6 says a "CRY!" at "MIDNIGHT!" Put those 2 Words together and you have:

"MIDNIGHT CRY!"

Which is given in the "SHAKING" Chapter in a very "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) "TO" the LAODICEANS! and the BEST the WISEST of them can do - far from leading ANYTHING! is to "JOIN!" those who are already LEADING = "HEATHEN PRINCES" = "CATHOLICS" = "JEWS" = "OUTCASTS!" As in the Days of Christ = "FISHERMEN!" from the SHOP = from the PLOW. T7:270,285,296,298. (ANYTHING BUT = "LAODICEANS!")...NO=LAODICEANS-NEEDED! NO=LAODICEANS-WANTED! After getting this Church in this MESS = CASTING OUT those who did not AGREE with FROM "POLICIES" = do you think the Lord is going to CHOOSE=ANY=OF=THOSE=WHO=GO=BY="TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM?"
IT IS IN MERCY!
That he will give them ONE-LAST-CHANCE = to be Saved!
ONE LAST CALL!


CALL #(2) = Matt.22:3 to 8. Luke 14:21. This is NOT CALL (1)=this is to the "BLIND" LAODICEANS.

CALL #(3) = Matt.22:9 to 14. Luke 14:22 to 24. All these CALLS are to the WEDDING or SUPPER =

EACH OF THESE 3 CLASSES RECEIVE ONE CALL

NONE of those FIRST CALLED = will have a SECOND CHANCE!
REJECT the CALL when it comes to you = and you have HAD IT! Your "RIGHTS" that you THOUGHT you had = will be given to another people. Matt.21:43.

HERE IS THE KEY TO IT ALL
He REJECTS this people and calls OTHERS to "FINISH THE WORK!" JEWS = TURKS = CATHOLICS = OUTCASTS. Matt.8:11, 12. In reverse:

IN RETROSPECT

CALL (3) = is definitely the LASTRecorded CALL = "THE LOUD CRY!" T6:76,83. T2:711. COL 309.

CALL (2) = is definitely the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" Luke 14:21 reveals it is to the "BLIND!" and the "LEADERS of the BLIND!" BOTH will Fall in the Ditch. STAYED TOGETHER = SLAYED TOGETHER! BOTH LAST CALLS = are a CALL for "SEPARATION!" Rev.18:..."COME OUT of Her, My people!" "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" (What is the Difference?) "THE SHAKING" chapter = RH 1:32. T1:179 to 184 with a Climax in a Special notation of what happens to those who stay in "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" = page 187. WHY they FAIL and HOW they FAIL and the TIME in which they FAIL. This can NEVER be understood from EW 269 to 273 because there are TOO MANY THINGS SLASHED = MIXED UP = KEY "FOOTNOTES" LEFT OUT! Can NEVER be UNDERSTOOD IN 1000 YEARS! But we are so used to it = that we keep going BACK to EW. (As long as we KNOW what was LIFTED OUT of T1:179 to 184.)

FOR EXAMPLE
EW.269. "I SAW SOME..." (SOME WHAT? HULA DANCERS? GRAVE-DIGGERS?)
T1:179(RH 1:32.) "...I was shown "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"
NOTHING about any "LAODICEANS" in that page or the
next page. So why do you put them in there? This is NOT TALKING about

CALL #(2) = stone "BLIND" LAODICEANS! And this is NOT TALKING about the "LOUD CRY!" for that is in T1:183. EW 271. (SEALING of CLASS #(1) = TOP OF PAGE = RE-FRESHING = LATTER RAIN = LOUD CRY = BOTTOM of that SAME PAGE.)

CALL (1) = CLASS (1) = Beginning of "SHAKING" CHAPTER.

CALL (3) = CLASS (3) = who "FINISHES" that WORK started by CLASS (1) = ???

CALL (2) = this is Matt. 25:1 = this is 1844. This is the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE. This is 50,000 and WM. MILLER (GC 376,368. 1884 GC 223,232.) The LAODICEANS = like the JEW = tore that "CASKET" to little pieces = EW 81-2. This was a FALSE CALL = A FALSE ALARM. A FALSE RESULT. Then a NEW "CASKET" = MUCH BIGGER = big enough to hold 144,000 as the man with the "DIRT BRUSH" = swept the "RUBBISH" OUT! "OUT" of the Church? No. "OUT" of the Book of Life as the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT turns from the DEAD since 1844 to the "LIVING" EW 83. RH 1:574. 3:195-6,279. 1884 GC 59. ST 3:191,246,277,317,333,368. ARA 264. SM 1:266. T6:132,261. COL 117. PK 409,641. BC 3:1154. OLSON 301. EW 78-81.

AND THE "SHAKING" CHAPTER

These are "EVENTS" in their "ORDER." The TITLE HEADINGS in the ORIGINAL "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" Series of 4 Books = but especially Book 4 = gave the "EVENTS" in SEQUENCE and in "ORDER." Why did the URIAH SMITH GANG = CHANGE that in 1883 = ??? (in his book = 1888?) (CHANGED THE CHAPTER HEADINGS!) In the "OMEGA" of LAODICEAN "APOSTASY" into the very "OMEGA" = we are to "MEET IT!!" And the FIGHT is ON! "MEET IT!!" = do not go along with it!

3 CALLS = 3 CLOSES OF PROBATION

As the Days and Weeks go by to Prepare these Papers =
and then Set them up for Printing = we run into some-
thing ever "NEW" in the developing APOSTASY = that we
must just STOP and PUT DOWN = as we DARE NOT leave it
out. And it seems to fit right here:

"OUR FIRM FOUNDATION."

The Leader-SHIP (and the Devil that stands beside them
in the Laodicean Pulpits.) TM 409. "ASLEEP!" in "DARK-
NESS!" to "TEAR DOWN!" T2:439,440. With "FEW" in the
"LIGHT!" 441-5. "HYPOCRITES!" 446. "become DARKER and
DARKER!" 447. Would take a "LIFETIME" to "RECOVER!"
448. They will END UP "FORNICATORS" = "LOVE UNLIMITED
and UNCONDITIONAL!" as does any other "HARLOT!" and
the other Churches = all RANTING IN UNISON about the
"LOVE!" they are brimming over with and THEREFORE: "THE
HONEST IN HEART will be brought to the "LIGHT" and
come "OUT!" of THEM!" 449. TM 447. IF you would have
read on = same Chapter = same Subject = you would see
these "FORNICATORS" would End up with "AIDS!" T2:451.
While this kind are so ready to confess that they are
"ALL HOLY!" but have another Look at them. T2:453 and
keep on Reading! That "MINISTER" needs your "SUPPORT?"
= 458. Not unless you are LIKE HIM! = 477. RH 4:100.
TM 446-7. They know NOTHING = about the "STRAIGHT GATE"
and the "NARROW PATH!" T2:479-480. "They are so BLIND-
ED by the DEVIL that they verily thought themselves
"RICH" and in the favor of God, when the "TRUE WITNESS"
declares them to be WRETCHED = MISERABLE = POOR =
BLIND = NAKED! T2:489.

That Leader-SHIP

"...has CUT THE CABLE that ANCHORED them to the
Eternal Rock, and that they are DRIFTING AWAY TO SEA,
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THIS was the MESSAGE they REJECTED with SCORN and
HATRED! That THEY had CUT THE CABLE! That THEY ARE
DRIFTING TO SEA = without CHART or COMPASS! That when
the "BRIDEGROOM CAME, they were seeking TOO LATE!" and
the "DOOR!" was already "SHUT!" and to SOOTHE their
CONSCIENCE they would say:"I BELIEVE!"("FAITH ALONE!"
"And THINK that is ALL there is to be DONE!" (SAME
TEXT = SAME SUBJECT!) RH July 24, 1888. (HOW MUCH or
HOW LITTLE = did FROOM=DANIELLS QUOTE IN COR 36 = ???
And if you turn and read the ORIGINAL = will you WATCH
how she put them in the FIRST CHURCH (EPHESUS) CONDI-
TION = to the LAST CHURCH (LAODICEAN) CONDITION IN
1888 = BACK and FORTH = how many TIMES = ??? (A TARE
stands still = did she refer to them as "TARES?") "Are
not such (1888) Teachers the PRETENDERS to whom Christ
referred when He said, "BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS which
come to you in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, but INWARDLY they are
"RAVENING WOLVES." "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!"
..."BOASTS of the "GRACE" of Christ, which he has
turned into LASCIVIOUSNESS. These characters will
MULTIPLY, and by SMOOTH WORDS...WILL DECEIVE the UN-
WARY...WILL not be covered with the garments of
CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS...VICTORY is ASSURED through
"FAITH" and = and = and = "OBEEDIENCE!"..."The WORK of
OVERCOMING...The CONFLICT is for US, in these days of
SUBTLE TEMPTATION...PRIDE...FALSE DOCTRINES...IMMO-
RALITY..."By their FRUITS ye shall KNOW them," and
EVERY CHURCH is to bear the TEST OF GOD'S LAW. Shall

READ THIS TESTIMONY FOR YOUR LIFE!!!
HERE YOU HAVE IN YOUR HANDS - what was the Message of
1888 = !!! This was July 24, 1888. What were they
teaching THEN = ??? And what are they teaching NOW = ??? SHOT THROUGH ALL CHURCH = AWAKENING = AND REFORM
MEDIA = Find every one of these Words THEN and NOW =

CHEAP GRACE
"To him that OVERCOMETH, will I give to eat of the
Tree of Life..."Blessed are they that DO=HIS=COMMAND-
MENTS, that they may have RIGHT to the Tree of LIFE..."
The solemn question should come home to EVERY member
of our Churches...THE FACTS...speak MORE LOUDLY than
their PROFESSION, and make it evident that SOME POWER
has CUT=THE=CABLE that ANCHORED them to the Eternal
Rock, and that they are DRIFTING=AWAY=TO=SEA, without
CHART, or COMPASS. What is to be done?...Christ will
CEASE to take YOUR NAME upon His lips...UNLESS there
is a DECIDED CHANGE in the LIFE and CHARACTERS..."I
KNOW THY WORKS...I WILL SPREW THEE OUT!"...when the
BRIDEGROOM CAME, they were seeking, TOO LATE!...the
DOOR was SHUT, and they were LEFT to OUTER DARKNESS...
saying, "I BELIEVE," and THINK that is ALL there is to
be done..."
and the NERVE to quote a PORTION of this in their JOINT BOOK = COR 36 and NOT even INDEX it or SHOW YOU in the 1962 RE-PRINT of these RH "ARTICLES" that this is where they obtained that small Quote = because then you might WONDER with GREAT WONDERMENT = WHY THEY DID NOT CONTINUE TO QUOTE = but LEFT OUT:) (because this would in NO WAY go along with COR 15 to 22,105.) (They did the SAME in that SAME BOOK as they again QUOTED IN COR 19,105,108,116,117. The DEVIL HIMSELF TALKING through ELLEN WHITE as they used a TID-BIT from this same RH ARTICLE BOOK 2 that we could not Check until 1962 = could not see what SHE DID NOT SAY in the 5 SERPENT DOCTRINES they SELECTED and CHOSE from ONE RH ARTICLE = found on page 436. Nov.4, 1890. AGAIN! They do not INDEX THIS! Nor do they INDEX that they showed PART of this in SM 1:365 to 368. (And this was NOT = "LETTER 33, 1889." As it is set up to appear = but was RH Nov. 4, 1890.)

REPEAT!
The 1941 Book = COR by FROOM-DANIELLS = COR 19,105,108, 116,117. all are "SELECTIONS" from RH BOOK 2 = that we could not Check until 1962 = those 5 Quotes straight from the Devil = all "SELECTED" from RH Nov.4, 1890. THE DOCTRINE FOISTED ON THIS PEOPLE BY FROOM-DANIELLS in their JOINT BOOK = but was NOT SO INDEXED IN THE RH ARTICLE BOOK 2:436 in 1962.

TALK ABOUT TAKING OUT OF CONTEXT!
Here you have something that will keep you busy for a LONG TIME = (If you are HONEST! We do not care about the other Kind!)...to see what they wanted in 1941 = the SAME as in the BABYLONISH TRIPE they are handing you in 1988. This is for your own PRIVATE STUDY.

NOW WE TURN BACK TO RH July 24, 1888.
And what they REFUSED to Print in COR 36 = and REFUSE to tell you that she wrote this in 1888 and this was the Message of 1888! WHAT DO THEY REFUSE TO TELL YOU IN 1941 and again in 1988 =???

WHAT DID SHE SAY IN 1888 ABOUT "CHEAP GRACE?"
"...they were LEFT to OUTER DARKNESS...saying, "I BELIEVE," and THINK that is ALL there is to be done... Do you know that a HOLY and JUST GOD will ACCEPT your EFFORTS to keep His LAW?" RH July 24, 1888. (EGW)
1941 (FROOM=DANIELLS)= "It should enable us to CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES." COR 20.

1959=1960 (FROOM=BRINSMEAD)= "The Lesson of "FAITH" and trust, and abandonment of HUMAN "EFFORT" to earn SALVATION, is one of the HARDEST LESSONS man has to learn!" (RDB) "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.24. (In both cases shoved right up in FRONT of the Book as PRIORITY #(1).)

1988 (FROOM=WILSON) ("TWICE DEAD!")= (ALL EMPHASIS MINE THROUGHOUT THESE PAPERS. QUOTE HIM = NOT US!) = "...the KEYNOTE OF MY MESSAGE...THE WARNING is to those who look to HUMAN "EFFORT" as a means of Salvation..." RH Oct. 20, 1988. SPECIAL "WEEK OF PRAYER" EDITION p.3,4. (AGAIN = shoved up RIGHT=IN=FRONT as PRIORITY #(1).)

(Cont'd ELLEN WHITE = MESSAGE OF 1888)

"...God will accept your "EFFORTS" to KEEP=HIS=LAWS!... THE PLAN OF SALVATION...is made altogether a CHEAP AFFAIR...while with "WORDS" they exalt "JESUS", and TALK of being "SAVED=BY=GRACE!" THESE are the ONES who are turning the "GRACE" of Christ into LASCIVIOUSNESS. ALL=ITALIAN=TEACHING has a tendency to ENFEEBLE the MORAL TONE of the Religious World, and accounts for the = HEARTLESS = OUTWARD FORM that is taking the place of GENUINE PIETY..."I WILL SPEW THEE OUT OF MY MOUTH. Because thou sayest, I am "RICH!"...and knowest not that thou art WRETCHED and BLIND, and POOR, and Miserable."

"...TRAMPLING on the PRECEPTS of Heaven, making the claim that they are "SANCTIFIED"(SAVED!) and "SINLESS!"

...(Jones 1905 = Wright 1960 = Standish 1988)"...he measures himself and others by his own finite, falible Standard, and may "CLAIM" as much as does the POPE of ROME, and BOASTS of the "GRACE" of Christ...

THOSE CHARACTERS are MULTIPLYING, and by SMOOTH WORDS and DECEPTIVE SPEECHES will DECEIVE the UNWARY..."If we say we have NO SIN, we deceive ourselves and the TRUTH is NOT in us..." VICTORY is ASSURED through "FAITH" and = and = and = "OBEEDIENCE!" RH July 24, 1888.

(And in Reply to some who are Wrestling with the Reference where she said some present will be "ALIVE" when Christ comes = there can be more than one Answer to that Question. They claim "ALL" have died who were there = is that so?
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THE TRADEMARK CHURCH

THIS IS YOUR PINK-SLIP - your TERMINATION. (See WM167 to WM 177.)
If you are "FIRED" from a Company or Business - you have no Legal "RIGHT" to Masquerade under that "NAME" any longer. This is what this is all about.

WM 167 to WM 177 - call on God's people to INSIST on the RIGHT and the OBLIGATION to maintain that "GENERIC NAME." We do not agree! "HISTORIC ADVENTISM" - "THE ADVENT REVIEW" - AUBURN (N.Y.) September, 1850 - represented by:

HIRAM EDSON,
DAVID ARNOLD,
 GEO. W. HOLT,
SAMUEL W. RHODES, and
JAMES WHITE,

were the PIONEERS and were UNANIMOUS in the "NAME" of the SEALED SAINTS.

"The history and description of the 144,000 apply to those who are to be changed at the Coming of the Lord, and to no other class.

FIRST, having his Father's NAME written in their foreheads.' Said the True Witness to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH, (See GC 4300286-9) 'Him that Overcometh...I WILL WRITE UPON HIM THE NAME OF MY GOD.' Where? In their FOREHEADS,' just where John saw the 'FATHER'S NAME.' Now just as sure as the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH is the TRUE CHURCH of the last days, just so sure the 144,000 are SEALED, just before the Coming of the Lord." p.56-7.

There was not a single "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" alive on Planet Earth until the "OFFSHOOT" Laodicea was "ORGANIZED" - September, 1860 (IT 715. SDA-BC 10:931.)

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS."

Should we FIGHT for that "NAME" - or any Part of that "NAME"? THIS IS OUR FIRST QUESTION:

"Think ye that God will receive, honor, and acknowledge a people SO MIXED UP with the World that they differ from them only in "NAME"? Read again Titus 2:13-16. It is soon to be known WHO is on the Lord's side..."TI487.
I saw that many would have to learn what it is to be a Christian - that it is not in NAME. Such religion is not worth a STRAW. Those who possess it will be weighed in the Balance and found WANTING... Their PRAYERS are an OFFENSE to Him! TH3:3.

"Of the one who has been working with intensity of effort to keep up a NAME, God says, 'I know thy WORKS, that thou hast a NAME that thou LIVEST, and art DEAD...God looks upon the NAME as DEAD...THERE IS NOTHING MORE DANGEROUS to a professing Christian than to have merely a NAME...to make SHIPWRECK of Faith...striving for a NAME, and to do those things that God has NEVER appointed them as Ministers of the Gospel...The LORD has NO USE FOR HIM...It is a MISERABLE DELUSION to have a NAME...and art DEAD." B7:28-9, 1905.

"...all the DIFFERENCE between them and the World is a PROFESSION, a NAME only...GOD'S PEOPLE are to maintain their peculiar CHARACTER, their SEPARATION from the World." T2:193-4, 1883.

"SEPARATION FROM THE WORLD?"

OUR SECOND QUESTION IS:
The God of our Founding Fathers wanted Liberty so they framed the "CONSTITUTION" to:

Proclaim LIBERTY throughout the Land* (Leviticus 25:10) inscribed on the LIBERTY BELL. We needed no CATHOLIC LAWYER by the NAME of VINCENT L. RAMK, 7345 McEhooter Place, Annadale, VA 22003 to "PROVE" that ELLEN WHITE did not PLAGIARIZE.

WE ALSO DO NOT need this SAME CATHOLIC LAWYER to VIOLATE the purpose of the RIGHTS GUARANTEED in the "CHARTER OF RIGHTS" and the CONSTITUTION - we do not need this "STALKING-HORSE" or "HIRED GUN" to launch a ceaseless harassment, persecution and bombardment against the Members or Dissidents of ANOTHER CHURCH - our FOREFATHERS fled the SHORES of TYRANNY and we do not appreciate being FOLLOWED AFTER by this "BOUNTY-HUNTER" with INTIMIDATION and THREATS of over $200,000.00 LAWSUITS - lose all their PROPERTY - thrown in the SLAMMER for who knows how many YEARS...waxing fat on CHURCH TITHE-MONEY! Some are finally getting their eyes open to this MOST STUPID of all the STUPID MOVES made by the WILSON GANG. It is Time, Lord - for Thee to WORK - for THEY have made VOID - THY LAWF TM 373:21, 5T 138-7.
SIPHONING TITH-MONEY OFF like a LEECH to HARASS - to "FINISH OFF" God's Remnant people that are trying to "FINISH THE WORK." The WILSON GANG is doing EVERYTHING ELSE but "FINISHING" the Work.

WILSON-RAMIK

should be FORCED to SIGN a Release that they will "Cease and Desist" from pursuing this CATHO-ADVO-JUNTO repeating of DARK AGES persecution and inquisition. "IMPEACH" THEM!

WE DO NOT AGREE

to Fight for a Vain "NAME." If the FRUIT is WORTHLESS, the "NAME" cannot save the TREE from DESTRUCTION... PROFESSION (FAITH ALONE?) was WORTHLESS. If their LIFE and CHARACTER were not in Harmony with God's LAW, they were NOT His people." DA 107.

"We will NOT be saved as a SECT, NO DENOMINATIONAL "NAME" has any virtue to bring us into favor with God!" BRISBIN 87, RH Feb.10,1891."...the Lord God shall SLAY thee, and call His SERVANTS by ANOTHER "NAME"" Isa.66:15. "THESE DUMB DOGS...all perish TOGETHER" 5T 211, 6T 250.

BUT IF a COUNTER-LAW-SUIT is launched:

A - that "THEY" are IMPOSTERS - and have NO RIGHT - to the "NAME!"
B - that they do not go by the CHARTER - by which this Church was ORGANIZED.
C - they are NOT Bona-Fide "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" and have NO RIGHT to the "NAME!"
D - they should be SUED for USING IT! They should be CAST OUT of CHURCH and OFFICE.
E - they should be SUED for:
   1- DAMAGES for DEFAMATION of CHARACTER.
   2- DAMAGES for threatened ILLICIT ARREST.
   3- DAMAGES for HARASSMENT and ILLEGAL COLLUSION.
   4- The PERPETRATORS of this CRIME should be held PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE.
   5- as they TRIED to do to OTHERS - they should LOSE their PROPERTY and ASSETS.
   6- they should be Painted like the SCUM that they are. Ezekiel 24:6,12,21.
   7- ESPECIALLY THEIR LAWYERS OF ANOTHER CHURCH who have NOT THE SLIGHTEST RIGHT to MEDDLE and become INVOLVED in a PRIVATE MATTER. NO BUSINESS of their own.
F - (THE SIGN OF A TRUE PROPHET - WHAT DID SHE PREDICT?) I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS, but GOD was NOT in their COMPANY—"...ye go to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB the god of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3. 6T 69.SM 2:153. IT 212-3 MH 197.

G - "...the Lord God shall SLAY thee, and call His SERVANTS by ANOTHER NAME" Isa.66:16. "THESE DUMB DOGS...all perish TOGETHER" 6T 211. 6T 250.

H - FINALLY, the PROPHET was so CORRECT that she saw: "THE CHURCH appeals to the strong arm of CIVIL POWER, and in this work, PAPISTS are SOLICITED (by ADVENTIST SOLICITORS) NEVER SEEN BEFORE 1967! See how important it is to LEAVE THE BOOKS ALONE! THIS LIFTED OUT OF YOUR GC 67.) PAPISTS are SOLICITED to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS." (THE FLUX) 1884 GC 485.

I - "I saw the nominal CHURCH and nominal ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS, would betray us to the CATHOLICS..." Magen and Spaulding p.12. 6T 18. RH 6:302.

J - "They are following in the Track of ROMANISM!" TM 382.

K - "...and have UNITED with the PAPACY." BC 4:1168-9.(Read on)

THIS IS "NO NAME" PRINTING. XEROX this and send out HUNDREDS!

Do it NOW!

USE TITHE FOR GOD'S WORK. Show them ALL their ABOMINATIONS! 3T 267.
How about those in their Mother's WOMBs that were THERE? Did you count THEM? All that had to be done was LEAVE OUT or ADD = ONE WORD and CHANGE the whole THOUGHT. After that above 1888 Testimony - the NEXT ONE is July 31, 1888:) "The Hour will come; it is not far distant, and some of us who now believe WILL be ALIVE upon the Earth, and shall see the PREDICTION fulfilled, and HEAR the Voice of the ARCHANGEL..." RH 2:234. (Yes, ALL who DIED in the Third Angel's Message will come up in the "PARTIAL RESSURECTION." GC 637. EW 285. ST 1:116. (We are not of those who make her a LIAR for a WORD.) I think everyone will FIND what he SEEKS. We are not quite ready to SELL OUT to those who are setting up = "GATHERING" the other Churches by WILSON in his "P.R.E.A.C.H." "PROJECT 27" p.4. (Courtesy ALLEN I. LEE = ROCHESTER.)

"AUSTRALIA and GC 444." We also started:

"PUBLICATION #634. Sept. 15, 1988. Of which we have 32 pages ready. "27 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS." We set that aside to give PRIORITY to this one to go along with

"PUBLICATION #633. July 6, 1988. Already PRINTED and 2/3 rds. STAPLED. But since ANN DeMICHAEL has work-ed over 3 Months to get 2500 "10 VIRGIN PARABLES" in the Mail plus 80 Boxes to SPECIAL NAMES = and since we built a Special "TAPE and PRINT SHOP" at MALO, WASHINGTON to save THOUSANDS of $'s in POSTAGE COSTS = and since we are then not confined to "BOOK" Regulations, where everything must be "STAPLED." (We may go back to the one=page "FLYERS!")

We may save 50% of Mailing Costs = and do not have to pay "30% DUTY" on TAPES and then have a hassle to ship them BACK OVER THE LINE = and since this "AUSTRALIA and GC 444" = is getting LONGER THAN INTENDED = we will STAPLE THE NOTES we had prepared for this PUBLICATION = and put them into "27 FUND-AMENTAL BELIEFS." if and when it is processed. The Lord willing.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

SUNDAY - OCTOBER 30, 1988 = this is the Day for "DAY-LIGHT SAVING TIME" to be changed. We will now turn and PROVE ONCE AGAIN = that the Lord DID NOT send ELLEN and WEE WILLIE WHITE to AUSTRALIA = and we did not actually need the "1888 MATERIALS" to prove that and many other Points = which we knew right along =
but COULD NOT PROVE as well as we can now with these "1888 MATERIALS" = although badly "EDITED" in Part = STILL the best Light we have had SO FAR = if you are TIRED of REPETITION = REPETITION = REPETITION = this is due to 2 Things: (1) She was in a Corner. SHOVED to one Side as was "JOHN THE REVELATOR" isolated to the Isle of Patmos. Isolated to the Isle of AUSTRALIA. LEFT TO STARVE = MONEY CUT OFF = piled "BILLS" on her that she did not OWE! She had to learn her Lesson and learn it well = her and Willie = to LOSE their "FAITH" = in a corrupt LEADERSHIP. YEARS OF BEGGING = PLEADING = APPEALING to their Sense of RIGHTEOUSNESS = (which they did not have = while PRETENDING they were LISTENING to her = what SCUM!) "Woe to the Bloody City, to the Pot whose SCUM is therein, and whose SCUM is not gone OUT of it...her great SCUM went NOT forth OUT of her; her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Ezekiel 24:6, 12. "Son of man, the House of Israel is to me become DROSS ("In the LAST SOLEMN WORK...HE CANNOT USE THEM...in the SHAKING, TESTING TIME...There are PRECIOUS ONES NOW HIDDEN who have not bowed the knee to BAAL. They have not had the LIGHT...THEY ARE THERE...the TEST will come...IN=THIS=TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM the "DROSS" in the Church...THEN the "HIDDEN ONES" will be revealed to view...AS DAVID..." T5:80-7.) "...her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Ezekiel 24:12. "...ye are ALL become DROSS...therefore I will GATHER you into the midst of JERUSALEM...GATHER you...in MY FURY!...Yea, I will GATHER you, and BLOW upon you in the FIRE of my WRATH...HER PRIESTS...have put NO DIFFERENCE ("HE LOVES ALL MEN EVERYWHERE!" "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL = UNLIMITED!"urtles have put NO DIFFERENCE between the HOLY and the...UNCLEAN...And I sought for a "MAN" among them...but I found NONE!" (The "MEN" had long since FLED!) Ezekiel 22:18, 19, 21, 26, 30. Jer.5:1.

"GATHER, YEA GATHER =(5 MILLION! THE BIGGER THE FIRE!) (NOT THE LORD'S "GATHERING" = but the "GATHERING" of:) "GATHER YOURSELVES together, yea, GATHER TOGETHER, 0 (denomi) NATION NOT DESIRED, BEFORE...the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" (Repeated TWICE!" (FOOT-NOTES to STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS!) TI:180. LIKE JOHN THE REVELATOR = was EXILED to the ISLE OF PATMOS = so she was EXILED to the ISLE OF AUSTRALIA = BOTH because they taught: "CHARACTER BUILDING!" RH 5:107.
WHEN CHALLENGED BY BARNHOUSE-MARTIN

ROY A. ANDERSON THREATENED ANY MINISTER that would Teach that "CHARACTER!" would be the "TEST" for the JUDGMENT! Faithful Slaves to men's Opinions = without looking it up in the INDEX = they GOOSE-STEPPE INTO LINE! (Do you know of ONE to this Day that will Teach the TRUTH?) BRINSMead and WRIGHT snapped into Line in 1960 = in 1972 went over to (GERMAN JEW?) HEPPENSTALL "CHARACTER GIVEN AS A GIFT!" when CHRIST=MESsIAH COMES = so reads the JEWISH "TALMUD" and most ALL the Churches of BABYLON! MORMONISM = BILLY GRAHAM = TEL AVIV. So go ahead and "GATHER!" the World in the BIG WILSON PLAN of what they now call: "PROJECT 27" = MILLIONS for their "P.R.E.A.C.H." PROGRAMME to put "27 DOCTRINAL BELIEFS" into every LIBRARY IN THE WORLD!
This is "OUR MESSAGE FOR YEARS TO COME!" WILSON = RH Oct.6, 1988. p.5. (COURTESY ALLEN I. LEE of ROCHESTER.)

WE WERE UNAWARE

that we had "YEARS TO COME!" We thought TIME was closing up. While the WILSONS are serving the "FLOCKS and HERDS!" = the "PEOPLE OF GOD" will be Heading for HELL! "CONTRARY to any human PLANNING!" TM 300,507. We plan on EW 282. GC 656. We will let the "HARLOT" (T8:250) main "THRUST!" be to serve "HOMOS! MEDLEY = RH July 21, 1988. p.4 and the next page is JOHNSSON with his STUPID GRIN -looking on. p.5. "LOVE ALL MEN!" WILLIAMS = RH June 15, 1988. p.9. Whoever dreamt that "VOICE of THE DRAGON" would come with "LOVE EVERYBODYISM!"

"WHEN BRETHREN MANIFEST THE SPIRIT OF THE DRAGON"

TO MAKE WAR upon those who believe that God has com-
municated LIGHT and COMFORT to them through the TESTIMONIES = it is TIME for the Brethren and Sisters to assert their LIBERTY and perfect FREEDOM of CONSCIENCE...They have brought with them into the Meeting, not Angels of LIGHT, but Angels of DARKNESS!" T4:245-6. T5:462. T1:341. Series B7:61.

NEW AGE = SPIRITUALISM

"SPIRITUALISM...as an Angel of LIGHT...his eloquent portrayals of "LOVE!" and "CHARITY!"...as he BEGUILED EVE in EDEN..."LOVE!" is dwelt upon as the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE of God...God's JUSTICE, His denunciation of SIN, the requirements of His HOLY LAW, are all kept out of sight...PLEASING BEWITCHING FABLES captivate the Senses..."
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, in their own strength = to BREAK AWAY..." GC 554,558. "The REINS of SELF-CONTROL are laid upon the Neck of LUST, the Powers of mind and soul are made subject to the ANIMAL PROPSITIES, and Satan exultingly sweeps into his net THOUSANDS who "PROFESS" to be the followers of Christ...SPIRITUALISM ...HIS SNARE...AN ABOMINATION." GC 556.

NO CHARACTER BUILDING?

NO EFFORT? NO STRIVING? NO OVERCOMING? CHRIST=DOES=IT ALL! "ONLY BELIEVE" "BY FAITH ALONE!" I heard this Day by JIMMY SWAGGART = "HALLELUJAH!" "I AM SAVED!" To meet that = she came all the way BACK to AMERICA to meet this "HOLY FLESH!" Teaching rampant in 1900 = and NOT just in INDIANA. That is why URIAH SMITH did not want to SELL that Book = "If any man LOVE the WORLD = the LOVE of the FATHER=IS=NOT=IN=HIM!"..."A SNARE, and into many FOOLISH and HURTFUL LUSTS..."...OVERCOME only by earnest EFFORT..." (KEY PAGES) COL 55-6,330.(BEFORE and AFTER.) "SANCTIFICATION is the "WORK" of a LIFETIME!" COL 65.

EVEN THE LEADERS OF THE CHARISMATICS

are becoming ALARMED at the SHARP INCREASE of IMMORALITY = thinking it does not matter = and GATHERING in HORDES to Listen to the BAKKERS and SWAGGARTS = (FROOM and WILSON in their Joint Book = 1971 = became BOGGLE-EYED at the whole "GALAXY"= over 50! = HOLY ROLLER CHARISMATICS who had some Secret "VERITIES" of the Gospel that ELLEN WHITE DID NOT HAVE! and we must follow THEM! By FAITH = and GRACE = and FORNICATION = "ALONE!" TM 466-7.)

AUSTRALIA

All this they developed while she was GONE to "THE ISLE OF PATMOS!" and when she came back = WHAT THEN? They went into it = WORSE THAN EVER! 1900 "HOLY FLESH!" 1903 "LIVING TEMPLE!" When she quit BABYING them and PLEADING with them = The Lord gave her some BACK-BONE instead of a WISH-BONE = and she began to lay down the LAW to them until the Lord gave them a FIRE where they had the "LIVING TEMPLE" PLATES = R&H OFFICES. I know of no Record that URIAH SMITH OPPOSED "LIVING TEMPLE" = did he set up the PLATES for that? HE DIED (or was CUT DOWN!) in 1903 = the PLATES BURNT (and the R&H OFFICES THAT HOUSED THEM!) in 1902. (SDA=ENCYCLOPEDIA p.1081.) She began the THREATS that this would happen =(in these 1888 MATERIALS that WIELAND brushes over!)
= This will happen AGAIN = as it did for the PROUD and HAUGHTY JEWS in Old Jerusalem. "HIS PEOPLE" = WHOEVER they are = are given "SIGNS" of when to "ESCAPE!" 1884 GC 38. They CHANGED that to "THE WORLD" is to "ESCAPE" = !!! Your GC 37.

WHEN THE CHURCHES TEACH "IN COMMON!" that will form the "IMAGE." 1884 GC 278. They PASSED that "AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION" = RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. The NEXT YEAR that "IN COMMON" MAXWELL BOOK APPEARED = he was CUT DOWN in the middle of it = but just like the "LIVING TEMPLE" Plates = they showed the Lord who was Boss = by printing TWICE as many as first planned. So also they FEATURED THIS "MAN" (Bed-Time Maxwell Book) gave it away FREE under PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS = SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK LOADS = 1970 to 1980. (Find one or we can send you FREE COPY!)

"So APOSTASY in the Church will prepare the way for the "IMAGE=TO=THE-BEAST!" GC 444. 1884 GC 278 and GC 443-5 shows us how this will develop and what we should do about it. Also 1884 GC 424-6. GC 606-8.

SIGNS OF WHEN TO FLEE!

1884 GC 445. Examine this very carefully in your GC 616 and see that KEY-SENTENCE cut right in two! and the rest of the Sentence put 10 pages away! From GC 616 to 626. Now TRY to UNDERSTAND IT! (FIRST!) They do not tell you WHO is to "FLEE!" GC 37. (SECOND!) When they come to the "SIGN" of when to Flee! They SPLIT that in 2 = 10 PAGES APART! They REALLY do care about you = don't they?

AND TO TOP IT OFF!

They tell their Ministers NOT to tell you about the "CHANGES!" = or you might get "CONFUSED!" So they hand you the one and only way to be SAFE = FLOOD the World with "27 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS" "NO EFFORT!" = "FAITH ALONE!" = "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" = and =

"LOVE" IS "UNCONDITIONAL!"


AUSTRALIA HERE WE COME!

"When the General Conference advised that I should visit AUSTRALIA, I wanted an EVIDENCE that it was my duty to make the Journey.
In a few days after boarding the Steamer I should be sixty-five years old, and it seemed like a great under-taking for a Woman of my age to come across the Ocean; BUT=NO=EVIDENCE=COME, so I took my journey, trusting to the Lord, and wholly by Faith. I=HAD=NO=EVIDENCE... There are MANY who, like the JEWs are ready to cry out, "SHOW US A SIGN, WORK US A MIRACLE!" ST 2:479. April 11, 1892.

BUT NO MIRACLE CAME.

INSTEAD OF THAT = as shown in this Paper = page 6 to 9 = it was decidedly NOT His will that she should Obey the GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY. "Principle, right, honesty = should ever be cherished. HONESTY will not tarry where "POLICY" is harbored. They will NEVER agree; one is of BAAL, the other of GOD." T4:607. "HONESTY and POLICY will not work together in the SAME MIND." T5:96.

OBEY FROOM "POLICY?"

It is surprising the Power of Truth. Since we have been exposing the fallaciousness and the DANGER of "POLICY" = for 50 Years = you hear VERY LITTLE any more about "POLICY!" They used to cover EVERYTHING with "GENERAL CONFERENCE (FROOM) POLICY!" (SNEERING at following: "ONE MAN!" = more often than not = they were following "ONE MAN!" = FROOM!) MINISTER after MINISTER after MINISTER = would ADMIT that thus, and so was "NOT RIGHT!" = but it is "GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY!" and that's what they go by = "When the MIRROR of TRUTH is held up before them, they become INDIGNANT at the thought of receiving REPROOF. BLINDED by SIN, they REFUSE to REPENT...till "POLICY" has taken the place of FAITHFULNESS, and SIN is allowed to go UNREPROVED. When will the VOICE of FAITHFUL REBUKE once more be heard in the CHURCH?...It is NOT from "LOVE"... .that they SMOOTH DOWN the Message...TRUE "LOVE"... will speak the "WORD"...REFUSING to EXCUSE or PALLIATE EVIL...GOD=CANNOT=USE=MEN who, in time of peril...are AFRAID to take a FIRM STAND for the RIGHT. He calls for MEN who will do faithful BATTLE against WRONG, WARRING AGAINST...DARKNESS." PK 140-2. (DARE TO BE A "DANIEL!") "DANIEL...THIS ONE MAN who chose to follow "RIGHT!" = rather than "POLICY!" PK 544. "...it is only those who are "WORLD-SERVERS" at heart that act from "POLICY!" GC 460. "HONESTY and POLICY = will not HARMONIZE...BOTH cannot act TOGETHER!" BC 6:1081.
"Satan has led the minds of ministers...
As he led the Jews in their blindness...the greater
the light they reject, the greater will be the power
of deception and darkness = which will come upon them...
...If they yield to the enemy = and make no effort to
resist him, then the angels of God can do little more
...Jesus will not commission Holy Angels to extricate
those who make no effort to help themselves." Tl:345.

HAD YOU MARKED THIS PAPER
from the beginning = or if you read this again when
your mind is fresh = first=thing=in=the=morning! try
this: as soon as you finish reading this = turn right
away! and re-read right from the beginning! you will
be surprised at how much more you will appreciate the
light!

How to go into error
We read of adventists that will deny the faith = give
heed to "seducing spirits and doctrines of devil!" =
"in=our=pulpits!" TM 409. We know that Satan will
appear in person! Step out of a flying saucer. GC 624.
before that his agents will already be "raising the
dead!" This will bring seventh-day adventists to the
"test!" SM 2:53-4. (Never mind any "sunday law" test!)
The "sunday law" is not any test for seventh-day
adventists but if you read the original 1884 gc 282 =
"force!" is a "test!" for the world = not for the
church! The page before says the test for the church
is they will "choose!" to keep sunday as also teaches
1884 gc 426. gc 608. No=force=about=it! No matter if
this is the major theme of all these "revelation
seminars." It still is a lie of the devil!

because uriah smith added "force!"
(and "enforcement!") 5 or 6 times where Sr. white
never had it "once!" Prove this for yourself and by
yourself = by taking the 2 books. 1884 gc 281-2 and
your gc 448-9. (Stay home from church some sabbath and
learn something worth while!) That the door of
adventist probation is closed = they can receive the
"mark of the beast" = by "choosing" to keep sunday on
xmass and easter as they volunteered to do in britain
= without any "force!" whatever.

It is all a hoax!
You think = because these "revelation seminars" saw
one false laodicean prophet vying with another

LAODICEAN FALSE PROPHET to see who can get there FIRSTTEST with the MOSTTEST and NOT ONE of them will tell you that "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION" in which PHILADELPHIA will be "KEPT!" Rev.3:10. which is EXACTLY the TIME we are talking about = BEFORE ANY "FORCE!" They will be "TESTED" by the "MIRACLES" of "HEALING!" performed by ADVENTISTS = those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE "FAITH!" SM 2:54. MM 88. GC 560,619. And need NO OTHER "TEST!" to receive the "MARK" of the BEAST! B.T.ANDERSON, when he was alive = put out a Booklet = "THE GREAT FINAL TEST!" "THIS TEST must come to the "CHURCHES" in connection with TRUE MEDICAL MISSIONARY WORK, a work that has the GREAT PHYSICIAN to dictate and preside in all it comprehends (and then those famous "...s") Unpub. MS.(Hisi,'00) p.602, par.1 LLM 62.

(To counter this = and make it of NO-EFFECT) = they put out a little Booklet = RED INK FOR THE TITLE = "THE FINAL CRISIS!" in which they handed you the SAME OLD LINE = "SUNDAY! SUNDAY! SUNDAY!" and (of course!) = that same Old "ODDOM" = COMPILER. The Southern Pub. Assoc. NASHVILLE, TENN. 37202.) So we are BACK again with "FORCE!" and "SUNDAY LAWS!" But inch by inch STUDY of 1884 GC 426. GC 608 = you will find the TRUTH = in ONE SENTENCE! "SUNDAY LAW!" is when the "STORM REALLY BREAKS UPON US!" - but this ONE KEY SENTENCE = (and once you get unto this = you can add 20 MORE REFERENCES) = that "BEFORE THE STORM!" as it is only "APPROACHING!" = = = ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY! as they are now doing in the RED and BLACK WORLDS = HALF the SDA CHURCH send their Kids to School on the Sabbath = and the men WORK on the Sabbath. And WILSON is working by MIGHT and MAIN for you to forget "WORKS!" and "OBEEDIENCE!" as it is all by "FAITH!" and "STUPIDITY!" alone. The "DO-NOTHINGS" and the "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" OHC 302. T1:568. T4:94. CH 199. T2:535. RH 1:192,202,210, 353. SM 2:181. T6:425. WHAT WILL IT BE =PREACHER = ???

"EFFORT!" or "BAAL" = ???

SORRY! I CANNOT CUT IT OFF HERE: I MUST ADD:

1959 = False Time-Prophet = who predicted the End of SDA PROBATION around 1955 = speculated that for the Third Angel's Message to be "REPEATED" = we would have to go BACK into the "FIRST APARTMENT" = so we could "REPEAT" going into the Most Holy Place. This he brought to the McCoy Ranch = 1959. We were HORRIFIED! (D.L. FRIEND.)

1960= The "AWAKENING" came with "JUSTIFICATION BY
"FAITH" in the "OUTER COURT." (RDB = FTW)
1972= BRINSMED ANNOUNCED he was going over to HEPPENSTALL under the TUTELAGE of GEOFFREY PAXTON. With the Religion of BABYLON. We were HORRIFIED! AGAIN! Or did you not know that it was "BABYLON?" ADVENTISTS = never having heard the likes = were NOT AWARE that it was "BABYLON" = for WHO-TOLD=THEM?

"THE CHRISTIAN NEWS" a Break-away "LUTHERAN ORGAN:
Was this what RDB began CHATTERING ABOUT? "SOLA SCRIPTURA?...The CRISIS in LUTHERANISM (and "ADVENT-ISM!") is grounded in...hopefully, a RARE OCCASION when SOLA SCRIPTURA = SOLA GRATIA = SOLA FIDE is NOT expounded from our pulpits in REFORMATION SUNDAY." (EMPHASIS OURS.) CN Oct. 17, 1988. p.7.

THERE=YOU=HAVE=IT! Straight from BAAL and BABYLON.
Taken up by BRINSMED =PAXTON = FORD = known as the "NEW THEOLOGY" = and HMSR(RICHARDS) wanted the "SDA MINISTRY" Magazine to take that up = just before he had a MASSIVE "STROKE!" Study the Subject and you will see = they DO NOT go by "SOLA SCRIPTURA" = but they begin quoting 666 "BABYLON DIVINES" as their Authority. FAITHFUL to the 1969 AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches. RH Dec.18, 1969. p.20. Fulfilling the PREDICTION by ELLEN WHITE = that they would do this = GC 445. and THIS would be SETTING UP the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" and would be quick-ly followed by: (WILSON-RAMIK)= "...seek the AID of the CIVIL POWER for the "ENFORCEMENT" of their DOGMAS ..." GC 445.

EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER:
"I saw the NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL(BY "NAME" ONLY!) ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS (T5:690-1.) would betray us to the "CATHOLICS"...but BEFORE their DECREE bring or bear FRUIT = the "SAINTS" will be DELIVERED = by the "VOICE OF GOD." Magen and Spaulding p.1,2. DORCHESTER VISION 1850.

GOING BACK TO GC 445 = ANOTHER CLASS:
"AFTER THE WARNING...(SOME ONE TO GIVE THIS WARNING - WILL YOU HAVE PART?) = "HERE ARE THEY THAT KEEP (do not just TALK about it) THEY...KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD, and the FAITH of JESUS." GC 445. (READ ON to p.448-9 and see 1884 ORIGINAL GC 281-2 to see BEFORE THE "FORCE!" BEFORE THE "STORM!" (GC 608.) ADVENTISTS= KEEP=SUNDAY! NO "FORCE" NEEDED! They "CHOOSE!" GC 449.
1884 GC 281. This is where we are Today.

A SPECIAL WARNING.

SOME - who see SOME of this = and even take Part in EXPOSING it = but who are like the "WOE! WOE!" creature of 1884 GC 31-2. GC 30. Did not know WHERE the "WOE!" was coming FROM = or what to DO about it!

PERISHED in the SIEGE that DESTROYED the "UNHOLY CITY!"

"NOT ONE CHRISTIAN PERISHED in the DESTRUCTION of JERUSALEM!" 1884 GC 32. GC 30. He was NOT a CHRISTIAN = the CHRISTIANS FLED OUT = at the "SIGNS!" He thought he should stay "WITHIN!" It was his DEATH-WARRANT.

Some may not LIKE this INTERPRETATION. We do not care what they "LIKE" = our concern is to tell you the "TRUTH!" LIKE IT = OR NOT!

(Death Warrant = "Within!" = T5:211-2. EW 69.)


NO WRITER HAS YET DARED = to put down what is in the SOP in Black and White. They are running Scared. PARTLY DUE to the MYTH that MEMBERSHIP in the SDA Church spells = "CERTAIN SALVATION." Only trouble is - so thought the JEWS before GOD ACTED!

JEWISH HOPE #(1) = We (JEWS) will be victorious = we will "BEAT THE ROMANS" and set up our own "KINGDOM" on Earth. (CHRIST in PERSON = DENIED THAT! They killed Him.) They still have that same HOPE = NEVER GAVE UP.

ADVENTIST HOPE #(1) = We (Adventists) will be victorious = we will "BEAT THE ROMANS" and set up our own HEADQUARTERS in our own "JERUSALEM" as 144,000 of us give the "LOUD CRY!" from our "HOLY CITY."

DEVASTING TESTIMONY #1

The Book - "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" was written to give WARNING = that the "DESTRUCTION" of the Holy People = will be "REPEATED." They started changing THAT BOOK = starting with THE FIRST PAGE! Where she said = As God gave "SIGNS" for His people to "FLEE" for their lives = •••••••••••• AGAIN He will give "SIGNS" for His people to FLEE...they CHANGED that to the "WORLD" will have to "FLEE!" (We have been wondering ever since where will "THE WORLD" (your GC 36) where will "THE WORLD" flee to = ??? The Moon = ??? Will "THE WORLD" flee to the WILDERNESS = ??? and leave the earth EMPTY = ??? No one left to fight each other? How CRAZY can you get? Why has NO ONE pointed to this SUBTERFUGE = before we did? (REPEAT:) = "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" are to Flee - 1884 ORIGINAL GC 38. That is understandable = that is possible. YOUR URIAH SMITH 1883 GANG = CHANGED that in your GC 36 to "THE WORLD" is to FLEE! We ask again - where TO = ??? Where can "THE WORLD" flee to - ??? And the REST of the CHANGES in that Book - are as STUPID as THAT = !!! Or was that the INTENTION? To make her appear STUPID so we will go by "THEM!"

THE NEXT STUPID CHANGE

"THE SIGN" of when to FLEE = given, in 1884 GC 445 = in your wonderfully "IMPROVED" BOOK = Set the 2 Books before you = 1884 GC 445 = and the URIAH SMITH FAKE - beside it = OPEN on p. 616. Alright - look at them. What do you see? (many want a List of "ALL" the "CHANGES" in the SOP. For the most part - this would do NO=GOOD=AT=ALL! We must point out = WHAT was CHANGED = HOW = WHERE = and WHY.) (REPEAT!) What do you see? You see in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 445 = the "SIGNS" given of WHEN to FLEE! Alright = are you in SUSPENSE? You OUGHT=TO=BE!!! ADVENTISTS have been involved for over 50 Years in setting up "OUTPOST ESCAPE CENTERS" = and going into the Mountain Fastnesses = right here in British Columbia NUMEROUS CENTERS SET UP = at a Cost of MILLIONS! all for NOTHING! They begin FIGHTING among themselves = as TIME drags on and NOTHING HAPPENS! NO "SUNDAY LAW" = No "DEATH DECREES" = NO NOTHING! The faithful Adventist who worked with me in the MINING - went there = nearly STARVED to death there = and was there when one
"REFUGEE" SHOT at the other REFUGEE = with a High-Powered RIFLE. Just GRAZED his RIBS! They say he is still running! (For messing around with the WOMEN. And this Story is repeated in just about...(No. I will change that!) = not "JUST ABOUT" = but in "EVERY CAMP!" Following WAGGONER into "SPIRITUAL WIVES."
The RED CARPET laid out for that in the Years that EGW was in AUSTRALIA = from CAMP MEETING to CAMP MEETING = the Wonders of "WIVES UNLIMITED" The Prophet gone = the Mice will Play. Did it CHANGE when she came back? Did the JEWS CHANGE = AFTER the CRUCIFIXION? No. They were WORSE THAN BEFORE! With her here in 1900 to put a STOP to "I AM SAVED=HOLY=SINLESS!" They went into it = WORSE THAN EVER! JONES AND WAGGONER signed over to "LIVING TEMPLE" = (LEF=MD 524,) and stayed with it till the Day they DIED! (Oh! You do not want to hear his = do you? What are we telling you? We are telling you that as the TESTIMONIES came DIRECT and PERSONAL = they only DEFIED her the MORE! and we can tell you - the MORE we EXPOSE what is to come = the MORE they will DEFY it to the Bitter END! That is what TRUTH ALWAYS DOES! Brings the REBELS right out in the OPEN!)

FOR EXAMPLE:

No Preacher ever told you this = SR. WHITE REPORTING on the Days of Noah. They TOLERATED him. Thought he was a bit "TETCHED" but let him carry on. Were glad to get a "JOB" with him. BUT when the ANIMALS marched in = 2 by 2 and, by 7's = and the CLOUD of BIRDS = and then the DOOR which NO MAN could have SHUT = was swung SHUT by an ANGEL streaking down like a LIGHTNING BOLT = and they were HORRIFIED and AWARE = that maybe = just maybe = NOAH was not quite as "TETCHED" as they thought he was = SR. WHITE REPORTS = instead of FEAR or REPENTANCE which we might expect = they were MORE DEFiant THAN EVER! SOP 1:73. PP 95, 99. BOSSERTous in their HATRED as were the JEWS that CRUCIFIED CHRIST. NOT a REPENTANCE in a CARLOAD of THEM. So if you look for ADVENTISTS to REPENT when they see the DIVINE PREDICTIONS COME TRUE = as we HOPED and DREAMED = get RId of your SILLY IMAGINATIONS and FACE FACTS! "...NONE are so RECKLESS and go to such lengths in sin as do those who have ONCE HAD LIGHT, but have RESISTED the CONVICTING SPIRIT OF GOD." PP 95, 99, 102. (MIKE CLUTE = SOP 1:74-5.)
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER - NEVER REVEALED LIKE THIS BEFORE!

CONTRARY TO "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" = "CHARACTER" will NOT be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" by neither WRIGHT = BRINSMEAD = HUDSON = WEILAND = or HEPPENSTALL. "CHARACTER" was NOT "GIVEN" to SATAN in Heaven = to ADAM and EVE in the Garden = "CHARACTER" has NEVER been "GIVEN" to ANYONE at ANY TIME. AT ONCE some of you are ready to Yell = "WE SAW IT IN THE WRITINGS!" (Did you PROVE if by 2 or 3 "WITNESSES"?) How about this one:

(A) THE FATHER SAYS: "Son, I am going to GIVE you a HOUSE = as a WEDDING PRESENT."

(B)... Did the FATHER give the SON a "HOUSE" as a Wedding Present? No.

(C) Did the FATHER break his Word? No.

(D) Then what did he mean? He meant he would supply the LAND = the LUMBER = the BRICKS = the MATERIAL = even the NAILS - (even the PLANS) = but the SON would BUILD the HOUSE. He would APPRECIATE IT MORE = if he had to "WORK" for it. The ELEMENT of the SATISFACTION of ACHIEVEMENT.

(E) IN THE SAME WAY = and in NO OTHER WAY = the FATHER will SUPPLY the TALENTS = the POWER = and it is up to YOU = what YOU will do with them. And how long is this "BUILDING" to take? Just about every one of you knows = "THE WORK OF CHARACTER-BUILDING is the WORK of a LIFE-TIME!" PP 223. MH 452-3. T5:500. CT 61. T8:173. T9:180. T6:261. DO=IT=NOW! COL 342. (This is the Book - URIAH SMITH did not want to Sell! Check it out = 307 to 356 and NO ONE will EVER FOOL YOU AGAIN = about "CHARACTER BUILDING!") You know those Statements are there = HUNDREDS of them in any "INDEX." YOU KNOW IT AS WELL AS WE KNOW IT! Only one Question: "WHY? DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT?" WANT THE EASY WAY OUT = ??? Be a "KNOW-NOTHING" and a "DO- NOTHING?" RH 1:192, 202, 210, 353. T6:425. SM 2:181.

Go by your FROOMS=ANDERSONS=HEPPENSTALLS-rather than "THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS?" JUST=LIKE=THE=JEWS = ??? LOOK at yourself! What a MESS! When will you STRAIGHTEN UP = and give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!"

THOUGHTS FORM ACTIONS.

"ACTIONS REPEATED FROM HABITS = HABITS FORM CHARACTER

- 29 -
= and by the CHARACTER our DESTINY for Time and for Eternity = is DECIDED!" COL 356. (Put this in your Book of "GENS!") PRINT IT ON A CARD and hand it to all the CHURCH-MEMBERS = (if the PREACHER will LET YOU!) WILSON might have him throw the HANDCUFFS ON YOU! This is NOT = any part of his "RELIGION!"") It might not "WIN THE WORLD!" It might even be "LEGAL-ISM!" HEAVENS FORBID! Who wants to live by "LAW?" or "WORKS?" or make an "EFFORT!" or who cares about HOW to BUILD a "CHARACTER?" If BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-HUDSON in 1960 = and "TALMUDIST" HEPPENSTALL in 1972 can hand you a ready-made "CHARACTER" on an AWAKENING PLATTER!

IF THEY TOLD YOU THE TRUTH
as JOHN THE REVELATOR DID = as ELLEN WHITE DID= and BOTH were relegated off to some "ISLAND" to get rid of them = do you expect any better Treatment if you tell the TRUTH? or try to win some HOUTEFF=ROGERS=GROTHEER=TUCKER=NAGEL=FROOM=WILSON="MULTITUDES!" Make a Nota-
tion in your Book = "NO BRAINLESS "MULTITUDES" WILL BE WON BY TELLING THEM TO BEHAVE!"

LANGUAGE!
"HOEHN!" you could have said that without resorting to "LANGUAGE!" I think the "LANGUAGE" of the Bible and the Testimonies is WONDERFUL! It EMPHASIZES the POINT! It electrified all of EUROPE and the WORLD = when LUTHER called the King of England a "BRAYING ASS!" This brought about a "REFORMATION!" If you do not want to follow a "BRAYING ASS!" or a LAODICEAN "DUMB DOG" that will not "BARK" you just go ahead and see where you will END!

HOW DO YOU LIKE THIS FOR "LANGUAGE?"

Is this why the WILSON GANG and RAE = led out to DENY= THIS=BOOK = ???. "SKETCHES FROM THE LIFE OF PAUL."

1883. "The RAGE of the JEWS...("The RAGE of the ADVEN-
TISTS!")...they stirred up the WORST PASSIONS of the IGNORANT, NOISY MOB...to gain the HELP of the MAGIS-
TRATES...MOB POWER...The MALICIOUS JEWS...(p.54),... JEWISH PREJUDICE and PERSECUTION...JEWS BIGOTRY and INTOLERANCE=SORCERY=BLASPHEMY=UNJUST MAGISTRATES,... FALSE SHEPHERDS...The credulous people believed them to be "GODS"...P.55)...FICKLE EXCITABLE PEOPLE...
(p.59)...UNPRINCIPLED PERSONS...BLINDED...FLATTER THEMSELVES...STRONG DELUSION...that they all might be DAMNED...The MALICIOUS JEWS (MALICIOUS ADVENTISTS!)...INCITED (the HEATHEN) TO ATTACK THE APOSTLES BY FORCE ...(RAMIK) BEWITCHED THE PEOPLE..(p.60)...great RAGE and FURY...INFURIATED MOB...FALSE BRETHREN...(p.61)...win souls through FLATTERY, DECEPTION or GUILE (telling them they are "GOING THROUGH!" DRUGS and ALL!)...WORTHLESS MOB...FURY...of WILD BEASTS...(p.84-5)...excitable PASSIONS of the LOWER CLASS...(p.88)...FRIVOLOUS, THOUGHTLESS CLASS...SCHOLARS...(p.93)...INSANE.... RAGE...MOB...RIOTERS...(p.143)...BARE-FACED FALSEHOODS...FIGHTING WITH BEASTS AT EPHESUS...FANATICAL MOB...more like FURIOUS BEASTS than MEN...(p.178)...With the FURY of DEMONS...The RAGE of the MULTITUDE was UNBOUNDED...SATANIC...(p.216-8)...their FURY broke ANEW. Accustomed to look upon THEMSELVES as the "ONLY" PEOPLE...NATIONAL PRIDE..."AWAY WITH SUCH A FELLOW!"...(p.219,220)...And then the ACCUSED BECAME the ACCUSERS...moved by the SPIRIT OF GOD...charged the MURDER of Christ upon the PRIESTS and RULERS who composed the COUNCIL...preach no more in the "NAME" of "JESUS"...(p.13)...CLAMOROUS CROWD...MOB...BAFFLED and ENRAGED...IGNORANT RABBLE...(p.108)...(ADVENTIST! PAY ATTENTION!)...it is absolute MADNESS for men to CHANGE or even QUESTION = that which has gone out of His lips..."(p.325) "LIFE OF PAUL." (No Wonder the LAODICEAN " RABBLE" do not want THIS BOOK!) This is the BOOK and the LANGUAGE - we ADORE! It is the "LANGUAGE" of GOD! If you knew what was coming on the Earth = you would SHUT=YOUR=MOUTH! and tell your Leaders to SHUT=THEIR=MOUTHS=ALSO! Soon Blood like WATER = will be Poured out on the DESPISERS of HIS GRACE...are you READY? are you warning ANYBODY = ??? or just DRIFTING with other DRIFT = ??? "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE!" (What DOG-PUKE!) (That she NEVER WROTE!) But that is the FIRST THING that comes on their Lips...turn the PAGE! TM 16...see if it MATTERS!

IT MATTERS!

"SATAN has a LARGE "CONFEDERACY" = his "CHURCH" =
Christ calls them "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" because the MEMBERS are the Children of SIN. The MEMBERS of SATAN's "CHURCH" have been constantly working to CAST OFF the Divine "LAW" = and CONFUSE the distinction
between GOOD and EVIL...through the Children of DISOBEDIENCE to exalt TREASON and APOSTASY (even into the OMEGA OF APOSTASY.) as TRUTH and LOYALTY...in COLLISION with the LAWS of JEHOVAH...If THE CHURCH waver here = there is Written against her in the Books of Heaven =

"A BETRAYAL...TREACHERY!"

(Will you ask YOUR PREACHER to read beyond this Point? Past TM 15 into 16 and 17?)..."THE LOYAL AND TRUE bear the CREDENTIALS OF HEAVEN = NOT=OF=EARTHLY=POTENTATES! CLAD IN COMPLETE ARMOR OF LIGHT and RIGHTEOUSNESS = she enters upon her FINAL CONFLICT. The DROSS, the WORTHLESS MATERIAL = will be CONSUMED!...(will go through?)...will be CONSUMED!..." TM 16, 17.

"TWO GREAT PARTIES ARE DEVELOPED!"

"...The Worshipers of the BEAST and his IMAGE = and the Worshipers of the TRUE and LIVING GOD!" SM 2:107. "Those who have SOUGHT for the DEVELOPMENT and PERFECTION=OF=CHARACTER by exercising their faculties in GOOD "WORKS" = will, in the World to come = REAP=THAT=WHICH=THEY=HAVE=SOWN!...to endure throughout Eternity!" MB 83. (123-5) (YES! Sounds like they "EARN" some "MERIT!")

THE WICKED ALSO "EARN."

"...they are EARNING their "WAGES" = which is "DEATH!" T3:365. "Every STEP in the Life of "FAITH" = and = and = and "DUTY" = is a STEP toward HEAVEN." T3:379.

"FAITH ALONE!" = is found in the QUAGMIRES and LOWLANDS of the SWAMPS of DESPAIR it is an OATHE taken by those who in their Rebellion Hooliganism = Vow they will NEVER even TRY = to Behave. It is roundly CONDEMNED in GC 471 under the designation of the "COUNTERFEIT" = one should read THAT=WHOLE CHAPTER pages 461 to 478. THAT IS WHY the Chapter BEFORS starts out with the Lord God will "GATHER THE OUTCASTS" p. 451. As well as "OTHERS" and these will be "THE REPAIRER OF THE BREACH." p. 452-3. The ORIGINAL 1884 GC 300 speaks of the Class who "CLAIM TO BE (SAVED!)" SANCTIFIED = while living in TRANSGRESSION of the "LAW" - "is a LIAR, and the TRUTH is NOT in him!" "FROM SUCH TURN AWAY!" p.295 "COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM AND BE YE SEPARATE!" 1884 GC 304. God's people will Obey.